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1. INTRODUCTION
Studies on global Internet connectivity report that only
40% of the world population has access to the Internet [1].
While Internet connectivity has the potential to provide nu-
merous educational opportunities, there is often a lack of ed-
ucational content that is relevant with respect to the culture
and language of those attending schools in largely discon-
nected communities. Inspired by the problem of sharing rele-
vant educational content within and between schools, we ex-
tend VillageShare to facilitate content sharing between vil-
lage schools that are networked together via low-bandwidth
wireless links. Originally designed to localize social media
content in a single community [2], the extended version of
VillageShare operates across multiple sites to ensure that
relevant educational content is 1) highly available to local
users and 2) made globally available using a robust syn-
chronization protocol. This design enables village teachers
and students to create regional repositories of relevant digi-
tal curricula that are accessible even during network failures
and outages.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The VillageShare system consists of a logical core (own-
Cloud Server), a social networking layer (Friends Applica-
tion), a multi-server support layer (MultiInstance Applica-
tion), synchronization directories, and a MySQL database
that stores user information and user content information.
VillageShare servers act as local content repositories that
are fully functional during times of disconnection. Village-
Share servers are networked together by long-distance wire-
less links or over the Internet. When VillageShare servers
are connected, servers located near a high-bandwidth Inter-
net link act as coordinators between VillageShare servers
placed in resource-poor environments. A subset of the Vil-
lageShare database tables are synchronized between remote
VillageShare servers and a central server. There is a trade-
off between robustness to equipment failure and minimiz-
ing bandwidth requirements. Equipment failure is a doc-
umented challenge of deploying technical systems in rural
developing contexts [3]. Likewise, limited bandwidth capac-
ity is another significant challenge for these systems. Thus,
creating full backups of all content and all database tables
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Figure 1: Overview of VillageShare components.
hosted by a rural VillageShare server would be inconceivable
due to the bandwidth requirements. We address this trade-
off by providing a backup of database tables required for
content maintenance and sharing. Even though ownCloud
provides database tables for maintaining app configuration,
file versioning, deleted files, and system preferences, only
user profiles, friendships, file metadata, and file contents are
backed up at the central VillageShare server. This is done by
storing data for remote backup in queued database tables.
When it is time for synchronization, files are synchronized
between remote synchronization directories using the Unix
rsync utility1. Remote servers only maintain a single direc-
tory that corresponds with the central server through which
they coordinate. Central servers maintain synchronization
directories for each remote server they coordinate. Feasibil-
ity tests with laboratory evaluations of this synchronization
process demonstrate that the latency of file synchronization
for a single gigabyte file is less than 22 minutes for a link
experiencing a bursty loss rate of 10% and a link latency of
3 seconds. Synchronization of a single gigabyte file scales
linearly for link latencies up to 2 seconds. We are currently
working with CSIR to deploy VillageShare in local South
African schools.
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